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Brand New Book. It is the most famous speech Lincoln ever gave, and one of the most important
orations in the history of the nation. Delivered on November 19, 1863, among the freshly dug graves
of the Union dead, the Gettysburg Address defined the central meaning of the Civil War and gave
cause for the nation s incredible suffering. The poetic language and moral sentiment inspired
listeners at the time, and have continued to resonate powerfully with groups and individuals up to
the present day. What gives this speech its enduring significance? This collection of essays, from
some of the best-known scholars in the field, answers that question. Placing the Address in complete
historical and cultural context and approaching it from a number of fresh perspectives, the volume
first identifies how Lincoln was influenced by great thinkers on his own path toward literary and
oratory genius. Among others, Nicholas P. Cole draws parallels between the Address and classical
texts of Antiquity and John Stauffer considers Lincoln s knowledge of the King James Bible and
Shakespeare. The second half of the collection then examines the many ways in...
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Reviews
This pdf is amazing. I actually have read and i also am sure that i am going to planning to read once more yet again in the foreseeable future. Your lifestyle
period will probably be convert once you total looking at this publication.
-- Ms. Aileen La r kin
A fresh e book with a new viewpoint. It is among the most awesome ebook we have read through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of. Chr istelle Sta r k III
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